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SUNDAY FUNDAY - FUN FOLD JAN 3 

 
 

● Whisper White Thick Cardstock -  
○ Cut 5 ½” x 11”; Score at 1 ¼” , 5 ½” and 9 ¼” 
○ Cut 1 ¼” x 10” (belly band) 

● Flowers and Field Designer Series Paper - 3 Coordinating Patterns 
○ Pattern #1 - Cut two pieces 1” x 5 ¼” 
○ Pattern #2 - Cut one piece 4” x 5 ¼” 
○ Pattern #3 - Cut 1 piece 1 ½” x 5 ½” 
○ Choose one of the above for Belly Band - Cut 9 ¾” x 1” 

● Whisper White Cardstock 
○ Cut 2 pieces 3 ½” x 5 ¼” (outside/inside) 
○ Scraps for 4 daisies 

● Ink: Mememto Tuxedo Black 
● ¼” Bumble Bee Gingham Ribbon - About 10” 
● Adhesive: Tear & Tape, Dimensional, Stampin’ Seal/Stampin’ Seal Plus 
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DIRECTIONS: 

1. Score and Fold base cardstock as shown.  

 
a. WIth the inside of the cardstock facing up, fold the 1 ¼” flap on the left towards 

the middle.  
b. At the next score line, fold the cardstock in towards the middle 
c. Fold the end flap to the right.  When folded the two end flaps will tuck inside each 

other on the left hand side of the card.. 
2. Adhere Pattern #1 to the front and the back side of the left hand panel (1 ¼” wide) 
3. Adhere Pattern #2 to the middle to the next panel 
4. Adhere the 3 ½” x 5 ¼” Whisper White to the third panel (Note: if you want to stamp a 

sentiment on this piece, stamp first, then adhere to the card 
5. Adhere Pattern # 3 (1 ½” x 5 ½”) to the end panel on the right. 

BELLY BAND: 
6. Adhere the DSP trip to the Whisper White strip.  
7. Fold it around the card so the two ends meet.  Use Tear & Tape or Stampin’ Seal Plus to 

adhere the ends together.  
8. If you want your embellishment (Flowers, etc) on the left hand side, then have your belly 

band meet on the left as the embellishment will cover where the two ends meet.  If you 
want it to be on the right had side, then have the ends meet on that side. 

FINISHING THE CARD 
9. Stamp a sentiment on the lower right hand corner of one of the pieces of 3 ½” x 5 ½” 

pieces of Whisper White cardstock.  Sentiment should be no larger than 1 ½” wide.  To 
make sure your sentiment fits in the space, fold the card together and put the belly band 
in place.  The area below the belly band on the lower right side is the space for your 
sentiment.  Adhere this piece to the card front. 
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